
DEVELOPMENT/TECHNOLOGY

EDUCATION

▪ Faculdades Metropolitanas Unidas (FMU) – Information Systems (Bachelor´s degree) (June/2018)

LANGUAGES

▪ English - Advanced
▪ Portuguese - Fluent
▪ Spanish - Basic

SUMMARY

▪ Perform requirements gathering and collect the most valuable informations around processes to convert them
into functional requirements, as well evaluating the financial and operational feasibility;

▪ Coordinate and manage development teams and software houses, setting up deadlines and supporting
technical requirements through the agile method;

▪ Develop, automate and manage software solutions using Python, C#, Automation Anywhere, UiPath,WDG
Automation and others technologies;

▪ Technical administrator of development environments through Microsoft Azure Cloud, as well locally and cloud
databases, code repositories and virtual machines;

▪ Support development solutions to integrate different Databases and Applications using ETL between SQL
Server, MySQL, PostgreSQL and others datasources;

▪ Implementation of good practices programming such as ITIL and SCRUM into our Processes and
Developments;

WORK EXPERIENCE

Banco Votorantim Financeira (BV) – Expert Developer Python, jun/2021 - Present

As member of a Product Credit Line Development Team, i’m responsible to gather information and map

process to assure that customers needs will be converted to functional requirements, as well develop

solutions of integration (API’s), as specialist i need to lead our team and engage them into new discovers

of how to moving forward our architecture day a day to keep our challenge transformation of traditional

bank into a digital bank, as top projects we can consider:

1. Development of new credit line to acquire vehicles;

2. Create a new API to provide a credit line to Health and Care;

3. Build Microservices to transform a legacy system into a integrated system;



Claro Brasil S.A – Developer Automation Senior, nov/2018 - jun/2021

Gather information and map process to assure that customers needs will be converted to functional

requirements, as well develop solutions of integration (API’s), and automation process using Python with its

most common framework like Django and Flask, and its libs, like Pandas, also deploy and develop

automations with UiPath, Automation Anywhere, WDG Automation and others .

Analyze operational processes and be able to provide improvements that will optimize the SLA, assuring

quality and security, reducing manual interferencing at critical processes, focusing at agile results and

highly operational impact.

I would like to highlight the last 3 deployments and projects with most business value:

1. Interface to automate process of generate credentials into different corporate environments;

2. Automation of revoke credentials process, into Active Directories and Systems;

3. Integrate channels like URA, Service Desk Systems of employees to renew their passwords;

ALD Automotive/Société Générale – Project Analyst and Developer - aug/2016 until nov/2018

Manage development projects, coordinating developers and software houses;

Technical migrate of source codes and applications to the Microsoft Azure Cloud, setting up end to end

environment as IIS, SQL Server, Security Policies and etcs;

Supports the business and operational department with decisions to make the correct use of technologies

for their challenges;

Support and develop integrating services, customer services and other applications using Python,

C#,Automation Enterprise and others, i would to highlight the main 3 deployments and projects with most

business value:

1. Integrate Banking Data Services with SQLServer Database and load transactions at SAP;

2. Collect data of systems, transform, move and load between SALESFORCE and others

datasources, assuring an integrated process of ETL;

3. Integrate systems with public agency, cars manufacturers and provide strategic data to

customers and managers around their vehicles;

ALD Automotive/Société Générale – IT Trainee - aug/2014 until aug/2016

Accountable to analyze, get and distribute updates of systems and tools, as well as responsible to develop

and provide a solution as “Self Software Library”, such Banking Plugins, Settings, Policies and Updates,

reducing that SLA and simple tasks to the Service Desk Department.

Support the deployment of business systems as SAP, MasterSaf, CRM, through installing, updating and

following up requests with International BackOffice;

FREELANCER EXPERIENCE

SC Transportes – Logística e Transportes Fluviais – Senior Developer - 2019/2020

Accountable of a fully ERP Tool, with focus at supply chain manage of fuel supply chain on ships at Santos

Port, providing tools to manage fluvial fleet integrating users, key-users and partners, through all the

process, ensuring cases rastreability, logs, generating templates and storing documents. Using the Django

framework at Python, Flask, Pandas, NumPy and others libs.



SmartContent – Full Stack Senior Developer - 2018

This was a startup project where I had to collect and gather ideas from a new product(concept) and

transform it into a digital product, developing all interfaces front and backend, as well, integrating and

monitoring services. The main objective was to build a platform of fleet management of vehicles and their

drivers, allowing integration between drivers, business and cars data, providing to Fleet Managers tools to

help them with decision making, optimizing costs, and time of maintenance, all the solution was built using

Python, PHP, MySQL and tools to analyze data such as grafana.

TECHNOLOGIES

▪ Internal Auditor ISO 9001:2015 (Bureau Veritas);

▪ Python, Dynamo DB, Django, Power Automate, Automate Enterprise, BluePrism, Automation
AnyWhere,, Windows Server, Active Directory, Microsoft Cloud Azure, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server,
Network Automate (RPA), Visual Studio Online (TFS), Visual Studio, PyCharm, Grafana, ElasticSearch,
Citrix, Internet Information Services (IIS);, VBS, .NET, VBA,UiPath, WDG Automation


